FLEXIBLE PACKAGING MACHINE
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES

Packaging material:
All thermo sealable and Tyvek ® or cold sealable composite.

Linear speed:
Up to 25m/min

Pouch width:
RCN 160: 30 to 160 mm
RCN 270: 30 to 270 mm
RCN 320: 30 to 320 mm
(or up to 2x160 mm if double lane)

Pouch length:
50 to any length

Thickness:
Up to 25 mm

Cycle rate:
Up to 150 cycles/min

Reels outside diameter:
Up to 400 mm (standard)

Length format changeover:
By loading pre-recorded programs.

Standard features:
Four servomotors, double length sealing station, eye-mark registration, different shapes of cross sealing, skip-seal device, pneumatic pressure control of sealing.

Options:
Stainless steel version, multi lane machine, additional sealing/cutting module, auto-tensioning system, rotary cutting shape device, various printing and labelling systems, control by camera and OCR print verification, reject of non-compliant pouches, counting and stacking conveyor...

Special features:
If required possibility to produce empty pouches sealed on 3 sides for manual packing off-line.

Machine may be integrated easily into automatic production line.

Studies and special adaptations:
Please consult us

Power:
4 kW – 400 Volts

Dimensions:
L 4,00 x W 1,10 x H 1,85 m

Weight:
1100 kg